JUMPING UP
Teaching to SIT Politely for Petting
Most dogs jump on people out of excitement, friendliness and as a greeting or to seek attention. People make the mistake by paying attention to a jumping dog by making eye contact, or by pushing him off and petting them. By doing this you are giving your dog a reward and therefore reinforcing his "bad" behavior. He is receiving attention by touch, verbal attention and eye contact. When using negative methods such as "kneeing", yelling, smacking etc., some dogs perceive this type of negative consequence as "a good thing". To most dogs, attention is attention. Whether it is negative or positive. If in the past you have tried kneeing or yelling at your dog, stop immediately. These types of methods, as you have already noticed, don't work. There are alternative methods which are humane and positive. In order to extinguish or rid your dog of an unwanted behavior, it is much easier to replace the inappropriate behavior with an appropriate behavior. If your dog stops getting rewarded for jumping and instead gets rewarded for Sitting, he will continue what ever behavior is most rewarding - Sitting! - "Incompatible Behaviors"
SOLUTION: Your dog must at all times be calm and in a sitting position before any type of reward is given. Either a treat, praise, attention, eye contact or being petted. In order for this type of modification to work, you must commit to never letting your dog be rewarded for jumping again. Each and every time your dog continues to jump or make any type of contact and be rewarded in any way - the process of "extinction" will be slowed down greatly. It must be all or none. Until your dog is reliably, sitting in all different types of situations, environments and around all different types of people, you must manage his environment. If you are expecting company, be sure to have your dog on leash and have your company equipped with rewards and "know how".
1.	Make it a point to be aware of all the different situations which may elicit jumping from your dog.  Examples: Visitors, You arriving home, Feeding Time, During Walks, Around Children etc.  If you cannot manage your dog during these times, be sure to have him on leash or be ready to avoid any bodily contact or attention (reward).
2.	Training. You can speed up your dog's progress by scheduling a training session with the entire family. Have your dog on leash and be aware of what will entice a Jump out of your dog. The more your dog is rewarded for the correct response, the quicker the appropriate behavior will be given up voluntarily.  You can have a "No Jumping
Party". Inform your guests of your dogs Training. Leave a basket of treats outside the door and around your home.  By the end of your Training Party, your dog will be running up to new people and sitting as quick as possible for treats and attention.
3.	Be ready to avoid contact: First-You want an automatic Sitting response for any type of attention. Avoid asking your dog to Sit, this must be his choice. Neighbors, and strangers aren't aware you must give a Verbal Cue of Sit for your dog not to jump up on them. This must be your dog's choice. Begin by enticing your dog to jump, if he's
not in the mood.   Hold your hand up in the air and make happy inviting noises.   As soon as you see your dog thinking about jumping - quickly turn away. What this teaches your dog is that his actions get him ignored. Ignore your dog for 10 seconds or so.   Turn around again, be ready to avoid contact. Repeat this over and over until your
dog catches on and voluntarily gives a Sit instead. Be ready to "yes" and treat very generously the moment he sits. You must repeat these steps in various places. Just as you think your dog is reliably Sitting instead of jumping -His Bad behavior returns.   This is normal and may happen.   Continue Rewarding and Reinforcing his Good Sit
4.	Behavior.
5.	Your dogs Jumping behavior may even get worse before it gets better. Your dog is thinking "this has worked so well in the past, why isn't it working anymore -1 guess I will have to try harder". Don't worry, this only means your hard work is paying off, your dog is starting to realize that his jumping is getting nothing.   Be persistent and
consistent.

